Sale House - Mansion

REF. CC 1902

Monferrat Astigiano / Asti and surroundings

Villa a Scurzolengo
Scurzolengo

In a panoramic and independent position, in the immediate vicinity of Asti, in Scurzolengo, it is
proposed for sale a recently renovated villa, of large size, with swimming pool and
surrounding garden. The house is welcoming, thanks to the study of environments that have
been well arranged and that allow you to live it to the fullest. Structured on two levels and
composed as follows: on the ground floor you enter from the entrance to a large living room,
with fireplace and view both on the panorama and on the pool, then we find the kitchen, which
thanks to large windows as well as making it very bright, allows direct access to the garden
outside almost a unique environment, finally the master area with bedroom, walk-in closet and
bathroom; on the first floor there are three more bedrooms and two bathrooms; in the
basement, garage with two parking spaces, tavern and utility rooms. Externally we find the
swimming pool, inserted in the garden so as to also create an area of ??privacy and
relaxation, while maintaining the view over the beautiful landscape.
Interesting and negotiable request.

Price: € 335.000,00
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Sqm

300 mq

Bedrooms

4

Living rooms

1

Kitchen

1

Bathrooms

3

Storage rooms

2

Garden

Yes

Land

Yes, 4.400 mq

Box

2

Heating

Indipendent

Flat

No

Elevator

No
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